I'm thinking about how im (T word)
thinking about The difficulTies
Its more like feeling The difficulTies
(Tthis journey)
(Tthis crossing)
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we talk about Tthis...
bridge..
…………………………,,,,,,,,,,,,
….***...,,.... (TRANSITION)......
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i used to love being n/o/n/b/i/n/a/r/y/
I probably still do…but like
Im just in this space of
I/N/B/E/T/W/E/E/N/
Where there’s this complicated system going on
And there are multiple layers/ levels - like,
I know im gorgeous, but d word thinks im an ugly bitch
And not even ugly but,
(crying long and drawn out tears…)
ur people aren’t perfect but like
THE DOLLS are gods
I know ur people aren't perfect but like
Literally tears running down my face as you
Hack at
(THE FOREST IS DYING)
Idk its when there’s a dead/ murdered/ tree
But there's fungus (AFTER THE RAIN)
growing all around the base
(I CARE ALOT)
my friends and how we share so much
(who hold my heart)
A message of love
(piercing) and ray of light
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Its like, i can't wait for my hair to hit my ass
Its like, i can't wait to WHIP flick my hair - song
FEEL THE GRASS
KISSING IN THE WIND
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(Arching my back------, and my spine explodes)

(I KNOW THAT I'M EXTREMELY

JEALOUS OF YOU)
Oh yeah this is really fucking pretty

////
Imagine taking a step, and tripping and
Imagine falling and ur body is millimetres above the earth
Imagine wanting to dig into this earth
Imagine digging into that nutrient rich soil/ (soul)
And getting moist, beautiful smelling dirt all under ur freshly finished set
And theres worms curling around ur newly colored INCHES
Theres that meeting of the inbetween
Theres that meeting where my bright colorful hello kitty plushie is amongst the stink
Its that meeting where my imitation Miu Miu gets grass stains
And my nails fly off
And my hair is ruined
(using all my body) im climbing on rocks
the moss and sludge is staining my MOMENT
Its that… connection
Where it takes (_) hours to get ready and nobody sees me
Its that ****** where even my closest friends don’t understand
Its that kiss where i’m crying as im typing but
CLOSE UR EYES, MAKE A WISH

